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10 Leadership Behaviors

• Authenticity

• Courage

• Trust

• Being Present

• Balancing Head and Heart

• No Excuses

• Clarity

• Loyalty

• Self-Confidence

• Building Community



Courage
Stand Up Stand Tall

1. A person’s ability to do something that frightens them.
“She called on all her courage to face the ordeal”

2. Strength in the face of pain or grief
“He fought his illness with great courage”

bravery, courageousness, pluck, pluckiness, valor, fearlessness, intrepidity, 
intrepidness, nerve, daring, audacity, boldness; 
dauntlessness, doughtiness, stout-heartedness, hardihood, heroism, gallantry; 

backbone, spine, spirit, spiritedness, mettle, determination, fortitude, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DHs28nGN-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DHs28nGN-g


Courage
Stand Up Stand Tall

Do something you’ve never done before…
getting the nudge you need



Courage
Stand Up Stand Tall

What are at least three situations where 
courage can be helpful?



Courage to “Look Smart”

• Zoom tips

– Starting on the left

• Mute
– Why and When….

• Video
– Why and When

– Select the v

» Background and filters

» Virtual  or custom background

» Other Filters and Fun



Courage to “Look Smart”

• Zoom tips –

– Interactive 
• Break out rooms

– Assign ahead of time

– Automatic and Random

– Number assigned to 
each room

– Time allotted

• Annotations

– During Share Screen

– Select how you respond

– Vote or polling

• Participant reactions

– Clapping hands

– Heart

– Thumbs Up

– Celebration (Tada)

– Joy

– Open Mouth



Courage to “Look Smart”

• Zoom tips –

– Interactive 

• Chat
– To Everyone

– Private – Pick a participant 

– Use for sharing info

– Use for asking a question

– Use for offering feedback

– Save Chat



Your Courage Assessment

A. …Defend someone whose ideas are not being heard?  

B. …Stand up for you own ideas?  

C. …Deal with poor performance quickly and effectively?  

D. …Make a decision and stick to it, even when challenged?  

E. …Speak up at a meeting?  

F. …Ask clarifying tough questions to make sure you understand something fully?  

G. …Volunteer for something that makes you uncomfortable?  

H. …Take on a new project or task that doesn’t come naturally?  

I. …Engage in conversation with people who have different perspectives or come 

from different backgrounds? 

 

J. …Go to meet the new neighbors within 24 hours of them moving in?  

TOTAL:  

 

On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the most likely 

and 1 being the least) how likely are you to…



COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS



• Prepare

• Pep Talk

• Power Pose

• Project Energy

• Plan B

Courage
Stand Up Stand Tall



Prepare

• Have the facts

• Consider the person you are talking to

• What outcomes are you hoping for?



Practice

• Practice

– In the mirror

– Look at your face, your body language

– How does your voice sound?

– Consider the location
– Increase your confidence, identify gaps or 

loopholes, vulnerabilities, 



Plan – again!

– What may happen

– How might they react

– What do I do with each reaction.

– What do I need to change

– What other gaps did I identify?



Document

• Why is this important?

– Clarity of agreed action

– Timely follow up

– Recorded if confusion arises



Follow up

• What did we agree to

• Who was to do what, by when

• How will I 

– Acknowledge completion

– Recorrect if necessary



D4 Model for Data-Based Feedback

Step 1 | DATA
What are the facts?

What actually 

happened?

Step 2 | DEPTH 
OF FEELING

How do you feel?
What emotions 

and/or bodily 
sensations are you 

aware of?

Step 4 | DO
What do you want to 
do? What do you want 
the other person to do?
What decisions do you 
want to make?

Step 3 | DRAMATIC 
INTERPRETATION
How are you 
interpreting the 
situation?
What meaning have 
you given this?



D4 Model for Data-Based Feedback 

When 
you do 

this...

I feel…

This is what 
I would like 
you/us to 
do…

The meaning 
I put on your 
action is…



Aggressive
Controlling
Driving
Overbearing
Intolerant

Docile
Bland

Plodding
Reliant

Stubborn

D4 Feedback - Appreciative Example

When you 
came in last 
Thursday on 

your day off to 
help me…

I felt supported and 
was relieved not to 

have to do 
everything on my 

own… 

I want to say 
Thank You for 
being so 
responsive and 
helpful.

I believe you and I 
share a similar 
commitment to 
teamwork and 
collaboration…



D4 Feedback - Developmental Example

I left an urgent 
message for you 

to call me back 
two days ago 

and I have heard 
nothing…

I feel frustrated and 
disappointed …

I want us to 
commit that all 
calls are returned 
within 24 hours on 
business 
days…can you do 
this?

I believe you 
chose to ignore 
my request and 
in doing so let 
me and the team 
down…was this 
your intent?



Courage Tip Sheet
• Courage Action Steps:

• When in a confrontation or a challenging conversation, use questions to your advantage. Or 
statements like, “Tell me more” or “Help me understand.” 

• When a question is asked that you need a little more time to think through, ask for more 
time or repeat the question, stating, “Let me make sure I understand your request.”

• Don’t promise something you can’t deliver.

• Take a deep breath, square your shoulders, calm your voice.

• Have lunch with someone new—either someone you feel you should get to know or 
someone new to your department.

• Ask to meet or grab a coffee with a colleague you are having difficulties with. Be prepared so 
the conversation is not derailed. Use models that can help you stay focused. 

• Go to the next meeting prepared to ask three questions.

• Sit close to the front or the presenter at an upcoming meeting.

• When receiving feedback, listen, ask clarifying questions, and stay positive. “Thank you for 
sharing these concerns with me, any suggestions on what I could do differently?” “What 
impact do you believe that would have?” “Who does this really well that I should use as a 
benchmark or role model?”

• Get out of your comfort zone. Take a class on a subject you are unfamiliar with or change 
your work environment.

• Write a letter to your fear, facing it head on.



Write out your selected steps in the Courage Toolkit below and jot down a 

few ideas on how to make these actions steps come to life for YOU in your 

own personal situation.

1. ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

3.________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

5. _______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________



“Promise me you’ll always remember
You are braver than you believe and 
stronger than you seem and smarter
than you think”

-Christopher Robin to Pooh



THANK YOU!!

Margaret Smith

651-226-8997

margaret@youexcelnow.com

www.youexcelnow.com

mailto:margaret@youexcelnow.com
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